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INTRODUCTION 
The p r imary  objective of Contract No. NAS 3-7925 was to extend 
the upper range of the NASA LeRC thrus t  stand sys t em (previously de- 
veloped under Contract No. NAS 3-5750) to  10 lbs .  
modifications were  res t r ic ted  to the electr ical  subsystems with no re- 
work or dismantling of the mechanical portions of the system. Mechanical 
portions of the system are herein defined as thzlse riiedidnicai pa r t s  
comprising the suspension and balance mechanisms. 
agreed by NASA LeRC and HRL that the operating t ime  of the  thrus t  
stand, responding to a force  level of 10 lbs,  would be dictated by the 
thermodynamic charac te r i s t ics  of the  moving voice coil in the force 
motor .  Pre l iminary  est imates  by HRL indicated the pulse duration 
should not last longer than 60 seconds fo r  a steady 10 lb force  level. 
This ultimately resulted in the prescr ibed 600 lb s - sec  duty cycle for  
the system. 
that the original estimate was somewhat conservative and that a 
1 ,  000 lb - sec  duty cycle will s t i l l  provide a safe tolerance.  
The necessary  
It was mutually 
Subsequent t e s t s  of the modified sys tem have indicated 
To attain the des i red  extension of the upper range of the thrus t  
stand sys tem to 10 lbs  and to c a r r y  out other objectives in  the modi- 
fication, the following p rogram was prescr ibed:  
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
Provide a new power amplifier stage with a 60 watt ,  
*40 vdc, 1 . 5  ampere  output capability. 
Modify the voice coil load resis tance network to  facilitate 
the higher voltage and power levels.  
Integrate the new electronic components with the existing 
control sys t em and rework, rewire  and r e t e s t  to  a s s u r e  
sat isfactory operation over  all th rus t  ranges.  
Conduct a t’est program to determine permiss ib le  thrusting 
periods in  the high thrust  ranges and to  specify minimum 
the rma l  recovery t imes.  
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5.  Provide instrumentation to protect the fo rce  motor  voice 
coi l  f r o m  thermal  damage that might occur f r o m  excessive 
operation at the  higher t h rus t  level.  Provide visual  and/or  
audible warnings when maximum allowable tempera ture  in 
t h e  f o r c e  motor  is exceeded. 
6.  Amend the Instruction Manual - Thrus t  Stand Sys tem t o  
include all modifications and new operating procedures  
as required.  (See Appendix, ) 
7. Provide contractor field installation, cable harness  modi- 
f ication, operational checkout and equipment calibration 
of the modified equipment at NASA LeRC and a s s u r e  
operation of the complete th rus t  stand s y s t e m a t t h e  10 lb  
force level.  
All requirements  and tasks  s e t  for th  in  Contract NAS 3-7925 
have been met o r  surpassed.  Modification, r epa i r  and installation 
of the government owned th rus t  stand was completed during the  month 
of March 1966. 
LeRC on 18 March  1966 and a r r ived  on 21 March  1966. 
arr ived at NASA LeRC on 29 March  1966 to  pe r fo rm the equipment 
installation, operational check out and cal ibrat ion.  Field installation 
and check out of the th rus t  stand s y s t e m  was completed on 30 March  1966. 
The th rus t  stand components were  shipped t o  NASA- 
HRL personnel 
The  modified Government Owned Thrus t  Stand Sys tem demon- 
s t ra ted  a restor ing fo rce  capability in  excess  of 10 lb s .  The  sys t em 
was run closed loop with a s ta t ic  load of 12 lbs  fo r  s e v e r a l  minutes  to  
cause deliberate over  heating of t h e  voice coil and t o  demonstrate  to  
LeRC personnel the over t empera tu re  alarm c i rcu i t ry .  AS a resu l t  
of the overload condition, audio and visual alarms w e r e  activated 
followed by automatic sys t em shut down. The voice coil  was then 
carefully inspected for  damage. No damage was revealed. The auto- 
matic s y s t e m  shutdown fea tu re  provides the necessary  added pro-  
tection in  the  event the  audio and visual over - tempera ture  alarms a r e  
not seen o r  heard by the  ope ra to r .  
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THRUST STAND MODIFICATION 
Power  Amplifier Stage 
The modified sys t em includes a modification to the power 
amplifier stage driving the voice coil. A Burr -Brown Model 9773, 
*40 vdc, 1 .  5 ampere  (60 watt) Power Amplifier was substituted for  
the original Burr-Brown,  f 10 vdc, 0. 75 ampere  (7 .5  watt) Power 
Amplifier. The new power amplifier stage provides the added driving 
power to  the force motor  necessary to  attain the 10 l b  res tor ing force  
capability. 
s t ra ted  a res tor ing fo rce  in excess of 12 lbs.  
With the new PA stage, the modified sys t em has demon- 
The power amplifier i s  provided with a ze ro  adjustment to  null 
the output when the input is zero.  
of the chassis .  
Brown, Model 9773, Power Amplifier Instruction Manual. The PA 
is fur ther  provided with a front panel vern ier  gain adjustment. The 
range of this  adjustment is f r o m  1 t o  1 1 ,  thus providing the operator  
with a manual control of the  sys tem closed loop gain. 
This adjustment is on the top side 
Details of this  adjustment are provided in the B u r r -  
I 
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Power  Distributor Chassis  
The Power Distributor Chassis provides l ine regulation of the 
117 vac, 60 cps l ine voltage. 
included the addition of a t 2 8  vdc, 7.0 ampere  supply to  this chassis .  
This  resu l t s  in the NASA LeRC Thrust  Stand Sys tem having a self 
contained t 2 8  vdc supply in the control console. 
sou rce  is required.  
In addition, the sys t em modification 
No external t 2 8  vdc 
F o r c e  Motor Over-Tempera ture  Alarm Circuits 
F o r c e  motor  over- temperature  a l a r m  circui ts  have been 
fabricated and modularized such that the  new unit plugs direct ly  into 
the  obsolete power amplifier slot in the P la t form Control Network. 
This  unit is designed to  activate an audio alarm (horn)  and a visual 
warning (Force  Motor Over-Temp Ala rm)  on the Indicator Panel  when 
the  voice coil res i s tance  has increased to 30 ohms (due to over tem= 
pe ra tu re )  f r o m  the nominal coil res is tance of 18  ohms and to  auto- 
mat ical ly  re turn  the sys t em to the "STANDBY MODE" of operation 
3 
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when the coil r e s i s t ance  rises to  32 ohms.  In  o r d e r  t o  r e t u r n  the I 
sys tem t o  the  "OPERATE MODE" the  operator  must  p r e s s  the OPERATE I 
switch. 
coil res is tance is above 30 ohms. 
The  over - tempera ture  alarms will activate any t ime  the  voice 
I 
I 
> 
The  following l i s t  summar izes  the engineering and technical 
efforts performed by the Contractor during this  contract .  
performed is  itemized by sys t em unit. 
The  work 
1.  Chass i s  - Power  Distributor 
a. Modified to  include t 2 8  vdc power supply as well 
as voltage regulation of the  117  vac,  60 cps l ine 
voltage. 
b. Pe r fo rmed  operational check out. 
c.  Revised schematic  diagram. 
2 .  Control Network - Pla t form 
a. Replaced and rewired  damaged Winchester Con-. 
nector (MRA 41 P ) .  
b. Replaced damaged top c o v e r .  
c .  Modified voice coil  loading r e s i s t o r  network 
(R1, R5, R6, R ) t o  accommodate increased 
driving power f r o m  new 60 watt power amplifier.  
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d .  Modified control network t o  include voice coil over  
tempera ture  alarm signal  c i rcu i t  and over  t e m -  
pera ture  shut down signal  c i rcu i t .  
e .  Replaced R1 t r imming  pot with 10  tr impot.  
f .  Pe r fo rmed  operational check out. 
g. Revised schematic  d iagram.  
3. D. C. Power  Amplifier ('t 40 vdc, 1. 5 amps )  
a.  Replaced Burr -Brown,  Model 1633, 7. 5 watt power 
amplifier with Burr -Brown,  Model 9773, 60 watt 
power amplifier.  
b.  Pe r fo rmed  operational check out. 
c.  Revised schematic  d iagram.  
4 
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4. 
5. 
6 .  
7. 
8. 
9 .  
Panel-Mode Selector 
a. Modified electrical  wiring to  "Standby" relay to  
accommodate automatic sys t em shut down in the 
event of severe  voice coil over temperature .  
Changed Thrust-Impulse Range indicator decal t o  
include a 10 lb range. 
b. 
c. 
d. Revised schematic diagram. 
' Performed operational check out. 
Indicator Chassis - Transducer  Amplifier 
a. Replaced damaged Sanborn Displacement Transducer  
Indicator meter. 
b. Per formed operational check out. 
Burr-Brown f 15 VDC power supply and operational 
amp1 if ie r s 
a. Complete factory check out and calibration t o  factory 
specifications. 
Network Control Panel (Back of Chass i s )  
a. Rewired obsolete power amplifier module slot  to  
accommodate new Over - Tempera ture  A l a r m  
Network. 
b. Per formed operational check out. 
c. Revised schematic diagram. 
Panel  -Indicator 
a. Modified Indicator Panel  to include F o r c e  Motor 
Over - T empe ratur  e Visual Warning . 
b. Changed indicator decal. 
c. Per formed operational check out. 
d. Revised schematic diagram. 
Thrus t  -1mpuls e Network Modules 
a. Per formed operational check out 
b. P repa red  new schematic  diagram. 
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10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14.  
15. 
16. 
17.  
18.  
F o r c e  Motor Over-Tempera ture  A l a r m  Circui t  
a. Designed and fabricated new over - tempera ture  
a l a r m  circui t .  
Installed new circui t  in obsolete power amplif ier  
module slot .  
b. 
c .  Pe r fo rmed  operational check out. 
d .  P r e p a r e d  new schematic  d iagram.  
Installed audio alarm connected to  voice coil over  t e m -  
pe ra tu re  alarm circui t  in para l le l  with visual warning 
indicator. 
Repotted and t empera tu re  cured voice coil with ' 'Cycle  
Weld" to increase  s t ruc tura l  rigidity. 
Modified console cable ha rness  to  accommodate  thrus t  
stand modification. 
Audio A l a r m  (Horn) 
a.  
b .  Pe r fo rmed  operational check out. 
Pe r fo rmed  e lec t r ica l  calibration, mechanical  alignment 
and operational check out of the closed loop control 
sys tem.  Demonstrated s y s t e m  capability of measur ing  
th rus t  levels  in  excess  of 10 lbs .  Tes t ed  a l a r m  circui t  
with 1 2  lb  s ta t ic  load. 
Updated cable ha rness  - wiring l i s t .  
Updated Instruction Manual - Thrus t  Stand System. 
Modified cable ha rness  to  facil i tate overload alarm. 
Installed voice coil over  t empera tu re  audio a l a r m .  
SYSTEM OPERATION 
The modification to the electronic  c i r cu i t ry  to extend the  upper 
range  of the sys t em to 10 Ibs r equ i r e s  - no change in the  bas ic  sys t em 
operating procedure.  Simple changes in the  text  of the  Instruction 
Manual - Thrus t  Stand System,have been p resc r ibed  i n  the  Errata  
Sheet accompanying the modified e lec t r ica l  schemat ics  and wiring l i s t s  
1, 
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When operating in the  10 lb thrus t  range, a th rus t  force  of 
10 lbs  is read  out on the  Digital Voltmeter as 1.000 volts. 
force  is read  out on the 10 lb  range as 1.200 volts. 
range can be tolerated on the upper thrust  range. 
12 lbs  of 
Thus, some  over 
To provide 10 lb  of res tor ing force,  the Power  Amplifier is 
required to  deliver approximately one amp  of cur ren t  to the force  
motor.  The near  l inear  relationship of voice coil cur ren t  and re- 
s tor ing force  allows measurement  of the voice coil cur ren t  ( i c j  to 
be used as a measurement  of the restor ing fo rce  (Fr). 
one amp  of cur ren t  through the nominal 18 ohm voice coil and 1 ohm 
s e r i e s  r e s i s to r  resu l t s  in approximately 10 lb  of res tor ing force.  Thus, 
1 . 0  amp of cur ren t  results in a 1.000 volt drop a c r o s s  the  s e r i e s  1 o h m  
r e s i s to r  and is read  out on the Digital Voltmeter as 10 lb  of thrust .  
The total  s e r i e s  res i s tance  of the voice coil (Rc) ,  1 . 0  o h m  r e s i s to r  
(Rp) and l ine res i s tance  (R1) is a nominal 20 ohms. This results in 
an  initial power amplifier (Ampl. 2) output of approximately 20 vdc 
to  provide a 10.0 lb restor ing force. 
fo rce  level,  the voice coil dissipates 18 watts of power initially 
(IgRc = 18 watts). 
pe ra tu re  rise causes  the coil res is tance to  increase .  
res i s tance  has increased to  17070 of the initial value (30  ohms),  audio 
and visual alarms are activated causing a horn to  sound and an over- 
tempera ture  indicator t o  light on the Indicator Panel. If this warning 
is overlooked o r  ignored by the  operator,  an automatic system shut- 
down circui t  is activated, when the voice coil res i s tance  has increased 
t o  1800/0 of the  initial value (32 ohms), to  automatically place the sys tem 
in the  "STANDBY MODE". To re turn  the sys t em to  the operating mode, 
t he  operator  must  press the "OPERATE" switch. 
s i s tance  is still above 30 ohms the audio and visual alarm will again 
sound. 
automatically r e tu rn  t o  Standby. 
has  been activated, high thrus t  level measurements  (approx. 10 lb)  
should be discontinued for  approximately 1 / 2  hour. 
option whether he chooses to leave the sys tem in the  "STANDBY MODE?' 
o r  in the  "OPERATE MODE" with no load while allowing the voice coil 
to cool. 
Approximately 
When balancing a steady 10 lb  
As power is dissipated in the  voice coil, the tem-  
When the coil 
If the voice coil r e -  
If the  voice coil res is tance is above 32 ohms, the  sys t em w i l l  
Once the automatic shut down circui t  
It is the  opera to is  
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APPENDIX 
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FOREWORD 
The thrust  measuring sys tem presented in  this r epor t  is in  
response to NASA request number STD-189 dated 20 December 1963. 
A subsequent contract  NAS 3-5750 dated 10 Apri l  1964 provides for 
the development, test ,  and ins tallation of the equipment. 
The p r imary  design features  of the equipment a r e  f a s t  response 
and isolation f r o m  background vibration, 
vii 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
The Hughes Research  Laboratories Thrust  Stand System, 
Fig. 1, combines an advanced electronic control sys tem with a virtually 
i r ic t ionless  high precis ion balanced platform. 
the measurement  of thrust  (in pounds) f rom 10 mlb  to 5 l b  i n  four range 
sett ingswith a threshoid oi better than i 5 oi any range setting. in 
addition, the sys tem will measu re  impulse (in pounds second) f rom 
10 mlb  sec to 10 l b  sec  with a threshold of better than 1% of the range 
setting. 
The sys tem provides 
The HRL Thrus t  Stand fulfills the contract  requirement  for  a 
high speed, dynamically stable system. The range of this  equipment 
can be extended to micropound and 100 l b  thrus t  sca les ,  which has  
dictated such fea tures  a s  remote control, operations counter, auto- 
mat ic  hold, self-contained static and dynamic cal ibrate ,  and multiple 
sys tem operational modes. 
The thrust  stand sys tem will demonstrate  an  approximate 
100 cps  frequency response with a 5 l b  mass load. 
Transducer  Amplifier Indicator, which is a ma jo r  p a r t  of the high 
speed control loop, provides full scale sensit ivity of 3.0 V dc at 15 pin.  
The t ransducer  amplifier thus provides 2 x l o5  V / i n  sensitivity to  the 
over - all control loop gain. 
The Displacement 
The control console provides seven modes of operation with 
24 s e t s  of instrumentation indicators. 
impulse a r e  available with the Thrust/Impulse Range Selector.  
These ranges are 0.01, 0. 1, 1.0 and 5.0. Readout is provided by 
a four-place digital voltmeter and a two-channel s t r ip  char t  recorder .  
Four  ranges of thrust  and 
The balanced pendulum platform sys tem is  suspended on s ix  
se t s  of precis ion knife edges and bearing blocks. 
a r e  fabricated from M-2 tool steel  and heat t reated to R 64 with cr i t ical  
dimensions held to  within f 0. 000025 in. Knife edges a r e  fabricated f rom 
440 C stainless s teel  and heat treated to R 60 with the critic.al dimension 
The bearing blocks 
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also held to * O. 000025 in. 
knife edges i s  to 4 p in. 
a r e  aligned on their  mountings to  within 25 pin. of their  common 
r e f e r e nc e .  
Surface finish on the bearing blocks and 
The s ix  knife edges and bearing block se t s  
Front  and back views of the thrust  stand (without cover) a r e  
shown in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. P a r t s  of the apparatus,  as in- 
dicated in rhe figure,  a r e  iisteci below; 
1. 
2. 
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6.  
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
Counter weights (three) 
Knife-edge and yoke ( three)  
Engine mounting platform 
Static cal ibrator  
Magnet 
Voice coil 
Level adjustment 
Displacement t ransducer  
P la t form cage handles (two) 
P la t form instrumentation connector 
Transducer  connector 
Engine sys tem connector 
Engine power conqector 
Dynamic calibrator 
P la t form vibrator 
3 
M 3 3 9 7  
9 9  
d 
Fie;. 2 .  Front view of the NASA thrus t  stand. 
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Fig .  3 .  Back view of the NASA th rus t  stand. 
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The thrust  stand sys tem i s  shown in  block d iagram f o r m  in  
The important features  of this  sys t em can be followed by Fig. 4. 
star t ing with the engine platform. 
a r e  a displacement t ransducer  and a voice coil. Thrus t  of the tes t  
engine causes  a horizontal  plat.form displacement and resu l t s  i n  an 
output signal f r o m  the displacement t ransducer .  
amplified and compensated t o  provide the driving cu r ren t  t o  the f o r c e  
motor  to r e s t o r e  the platform t o  i ts  null position. As shown i n  the 
block diagram, the signal output of the t ransducer  is coupled to  the 
P la t fo rm Control Network. This module includes four high quality 
chopper stabil ized amplif iers  and appropriate  components t o  provide 
a r e s to r ing  force  motor cu r ren t  which contains proportional,  d e r i -  
Direct ly  connected to the platform 
This signal is 
vative, and in tegra l  functions of the displacement  signal. The control 
network a l so  provides  instrumentation readout of th rus t ,  impulse,  
p la t form displacement,  and internal t e s t  points. A dual channel "hot- 
w i re ' '  r e c o r d e r  provides  a permanent  r eco rd  of all tes t  resul ts .  
four  p lace  digital vol tmeter  i s  provided fo r  accura te  readout of all 
data  under s teady-  s ta te  conditions. 
A 
The console instrumentation requi red  for routine operat ion is 
shown in the lower right co rne r  of the block diagram. 
individually d iscussed  i n  the following sect ions of this manual ( s ee  
Section V). 
All functions a r e  
An important  mechanical feature  of the thrust  sthnd i s  indicated 
in  the block d i ag ram as th ree  weighted pendulums, 
th i s  type of suspension i s  t o  provide coupling f r o m  the engine sys t em 
to the vacuum chamber  in such a way as t o  pe rmi t  accurate  thrus t  
m e a s u r e m e n t s  i n  a vibration background. The weight and moment 
arm of the counterweights a r e  adjusted to  provide a ze ro  moment con- 
dit ion about the lower knife-edges. This i s  the equivalent of coiipling 
the engine sys t em to the vacuum tank at the sys t em center  of g r a ' i t y .  
Engine t h r u s t  r e su l t s  in angular movemeiit about  the 1nm.c~r k t l i i t ,  vdge 
and can be instrumented directly.  
The purpose of 
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The bas i c  thrust  stand mechanism, shown in Fig. 5, cons is t s  
of a movable platform supported by three  compound pendulums mounted 
on a dinlensionally stable tool steel  f r ame .  
mo\.ement, of the platform with respect  to  the support  s t ruc ture ,  i s  
" " L L Z l . . r U  , - h + - ; - e A  i,-r ") l l c -  .I"- cf ~ ~ ~ c ~ s i ~ n  k n i f e  edge hearings a n d  hearing blockse 
Virtually f r ic t ionless  
An 11% chromium grade of tool s teel  was se lec ted  as the 
basic s t ruc tu re  to provide the highest possible  degree  of dimensional 
stabilitv in conjunction with an acceptable level of cor ros ion  resis tance.  
This s t ruc tu re  i s  made up of two t r iangular  f r a m e s  separa ted  by six 
columns bolted together with 1/4-28 screws .  
machined, s t r e s s  relieved, final machined, heat t r ea t ed ,  and prec is ion  
ground. 
resu l t s  in p a r t s  analogous in dimensional accuracy  to gauge blocks. 
Each pa r t  i s  rough 
P rocess ing  and final grinding of the prec is ion  su r faces  
M-2 tool s tee l  heat  t reated to  R 64 i s  used for  bear ing blocks 
The bearing 
C 
(Fig. 6)  on both the s t ruc tu re  and the movable platform. 
blocks a r e  rough machined, heat t rea ted ,  ground, and lapped to p ro -  
vide a 4 pin.  f inish on the bearing contact sur face  with the c r i t i ca l  
dimensions being held to  a tolerance of f 0.000025 in. 
The knife edge bear ings a r e  made of 440C s ta in less  s teel  heat 
t rea ted  to  Rc 60. P rocess ing  and finishing operations a r e  s imi l a r  to 
those used on the bearing blocks to  provide comparable  accuracy and 
su r face  finish, These bear ings a r e  then mounted in  p a i r s  on each o i  
the three  aluminum pendulums, and aligned to within i 0. 000025 in. of 
t h e i r  common reference.  
Aluminum is used for the pendulums as well a s  fo r  the mo\ablc. 
p l a t fo rm t o  minimize t.he system moving m a s s .  
p rec is ion  machined, af ter  rough machining and s t r c s s  relit-..ing, t o  
meet  a dimensional tolerance o f  * 0. 0001 in. o n  s l l  cr i t ical  dimcnsir , ins.  
Cri t ical  bearing ad.l\istmt:nts o n  the  alumintiin p a r t s  a r e  made rising a 
setup that pc rmi t s  adjustment and checking without personal  h a f - r l l i n g  
(sin(-(. heat t r a n s i r r  f rom the technician's hand to the  part  ! L .  . - , r i i f i c  ient  
t ( >  c a u s e  nonrc.pc;itabl(, 5ettings). 
These p a r t s  a r e  
__.- 
I 
I 
10 
Fig.  6.  Knife edge bearings and bearing blocks for  
t h rus t  stand platform. 
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I Y .  S Y ST EM ANA L Y  SI S 
-.\ . General  Charac te r l s t lcs  
1. Physical  Charac te r i s t ics  
The thrust  measuring sys tem h a s  been designed f o r  testing 
of chemical,  subliming and cold gas  th rus tors .  The t e s t  platform 
will accommodate thrus tor  packages weighing f rom 2 to 25 l b  with 
package envelopes up to  12 in .  long by 10 in. wide by 10 in. 
high. 
between the mounting platform and the  support s t ruc tu re  t o  pe rmi t  
th rus tor  control. 
Electr ical  signal leads (25 pairs) are attached 
2. Performance  Character is t ics  
Thrus t  range - 0 .01  t o  5 .0  lb 
Thrus t  threshold - 0. 005 lb 
Scale range - 10: 1 
E r r o r  
Natural  frequency - g r e a t e r  than 100 cpe with 5 lb weight on 
or the upper l imit  of the range setting 
thrus t  stand 
Thrus t  stand calibration - stat ic  and dynamic calibration of 
balanced platform,  ze ro  set  ~ u l l  of 
amplifiers and control loop balance 
3 .  Environmental Requirements 
The thrust  stand is  desig,ied to  withstand the following environ - 
mental  conditions. 
1. Vacuum to  T o r r  
2. Background vibration of 10 mg peak to peak at 1 cps 
in th ree  orthogonal axes. 
Tempera ture  of -60°F to + 300°F 
Humidity during s torage of 95 %RH at 12O0 F 
3. 
4. 
4. Data Display 
All accessory  equipment deemed necessary for  i r5 t a r i l h : i cous  
and recorded tes t  data a r e  supplied. 
1 3  
B. 
1 .  Displacement t randucer  position indicator 
2 .  Digital vol tmeter  read-out: 
a. Power supply voltage 
b. Thrust  
( 1 )  0-, 0. 0100 lb  
( 2 )  O j  0. 1000 lb  
( 3 )  0 j 1.0000 lb  
( 4 )  0 j 5. 000 lb  
c.  Amplifier outputs 
3 .  Two channel oscil lograph 
Analysis of the Balanced Dynamometer 
The physical equations descr ibing the dynamics of the 
balanced dynamometer a r e  der ived f r o m  basic laws of dynamics.  
The displacement equations a r e  der ived from the geometry  of the 
platform. 
platform shown in Fig.  7 .  The displacement of the platform is r e f e r -  
enced t o  the null position of the upper  pivot (point 1) and the d isp lace-  
ment of the counter weight is re ferenced  t o  the null position of i t s  cen ter  
of m a s s  (point 2) .  By the nature  of the platform design, the mechanism 
is f r e e  to  rotate about the lower pivot point o r  axis of rotation (3) but is  
res t r ic ted  f r o m  displacement along the axis  of rotaticn.  
Consider the s imple schemat ic  d iagram of the balanced 
Writing the displacement equation we have 
k 
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Fig .  7. Ra1ancc.d moment  d y n a m o m e t e r .  
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d 2n ( - U n - l  
k 
n =  1 2n! 
= l 2  (1 -cos  d )  = l 2  4 2  
If w e  mechanically l imit  the maximum horizontal  displace - 
nient of the platform to 0. 010 in. and provide equal linkage arms 
( 1  = 1 ) of 6 .  000 in. the maximum angular deflection b is 
set  at 
2 
X 
( 0 . 5 O  
-1 i 
P i  
Q = s in  - 
As a result  of the ve ry  small angular displacement ,  an  approximation 
can be made to  the s ine and cosine s e r i e s  expansions with a good 
degree of accuracy,  i. e . ,  
Fu r the r ,  if we provide fast  c losed loop control of the mechanism such 
that the maximum displacement never  exceeds 100 pin. for maxi- 
mum thrusting force,  the displacements  may be accurateiy approximated 
by  
I .  b2 
1 Ayi - 2 
AYl - d nx-- - 2 
1 
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Fig.  t. For  small  fo rce  differentials, the sys tem wi l l  displace 
within the confines of the mechanical l imits .  To inhibit 
the angular acceleration and speed and to  r e s to re  the platform to  
i t s  null position, a res tor ing force 
magnet motor ,  
in vector opposition to  the thrus t  force  (FE ). 
(%) is generated by a permanent  
The restoring force  is  applied to  the thrus t  platform 
Rtr rsrnvirling 2 high speed C G S ~ ~ Q ~  l c ~ p  =.IQ\L?~ the t f i r l ~ g t  nlstfnrm 
- I  r ------- r---------* 
the restor ing force  is generated almost a t  the s a m e  instant the 
platform begins to  move f r o m  i t s  null position. 
platform restorat ion force is applied before the platform has t r ave r sed  
m o r e  than a few hundred thousandths of an inch (approximately 
rO p i n  for 5 lb  of thrusting force) .  When the platform angular 
velocity is zero,  a force  balance (4  F = 0) condition exis ts  a c r o s s  
the platform and the relative position of the platform i s  e i ther  at the 
null o r  a t  some constant offset. 
As a resul t ,  full 
1. b e r a t i o n  
The engine thrus t  measur ing  instrument  i s  essentially a 
precis ion balance of horizontal forces .  
the sys t em must  be balanced b j  precision adjustment of the counter- 
weights t o  eliminate the effects of environmental  vibrations such as 
might resu l t  f r o m  vacuum pumps, seismic disturbances,  e t c . ,  a d  
then cal ibrated.  
Before measur ing  engine thrus t  
Referr ing again to  Fig. 7. we note that initiation of engine 
thrus t  produces a fo rce  unbalance a c r o s s  the platform and the sys tem 
begins to  rotate about the sys t em balance point ( 0 )  producing hori  - 
zontal and ver t ica l  motions of the upper reference axis  (point 1). 
Dynamic counterbalance of engine force and restor ing force  i s  
attained almost  instantaneously f rom a force-producing permarient 
magnet motor .  
principle that the summation of horizontal forces  ac ross  the platform 
is equal t o  the total m a s s  of the platform and load t imes its Iiorizontal 
accelerat ion.  
The balanced dynamometer thus functions on tne 
4 n -  
5- Fi = M 
i =  1 
1- 
€386-2 
Fig. 8. Balanced moment diagram. 
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I. 7 A n a l v s i s  
The following physical equations descr ibe the horizontal  
dynamics of the thrus t  platform during an engine thrust ing condition. 
‘ T h e s e  equations are based on the assumption that the platform has  
been previously balanced in an engine nonthrust condition so that  
platform vibrations due to background vibration have been completely 
balanced out. 
where 
FE 
FR 
M 
B 
K .. 
X 
j ,  
X 
(FE - FR) = M k  t Bi + Kx 
1 k cos d d =  
engine th rus t  force ,  l b  
platform re s to r ing  force,  lb 
2 
total  mass of system lb-see /in. 
velocity damping lb- sec/in.  
spr ing rate lb/in. 
horizontal  acceleration 
horizontal  velocity 
horizontal  displacement 
Linearizing and Lap lace  t ransforming the force  balance equation 
yields the l inear  operator  expression 
A F ( S )  = (MS2 t BS t K) Ax(S) 
Since the  thrus t  platform is designed to  h a v e  ze ro  mechanical spring 
fo rce  K in thc direction of th rus t  mcasurcment ,  t h c  s p r i n g  iorcc 
te rm m a y  be climinatcd and the above l inear  cquaticjn becon i t  s 
A* = 1 / B  
AF S(T1  S+1) 
T I  = M/’B sec . 
The resulting l inear ized differential equation for  the thrust  platform 
shows that the device i s  basically a mechanical integrator .  
To  achieve high speed operation we close loop control the plat-  
form mechanism which i s  de3igned to mee t  the following requirements:  
1. The dynamic response of the control sys t em with a 
5 l b  weight load on the platform will exhibit a natural  
frequency grea te r  than 100 cps  in  all fo rce  ranges.  
wors t  operating case  being thrus t  cycling f r o m  0. 5 to  
5. 0 lb. 
The threshold to  the thrus t  s tand i s  l e s s  than 10 m l b  
thrus t ,  
The s teady-state  e r r o r  of the th rus t  stand i s  l e s s  than 
1% of the upper l imit  of each range setting. 
The sys t em is optimally damped for all ranges  of thrus t  
and for all weight loads and s table  with a 25 l b  weight 
load at all fo rce  ranges.  
The sys t em will m e a s u r e  th rus t  from 10 mlb  to  5. 0 lb. 
The 
2. 
3.  
4. 
5. 
3 .  Control 
Since the thrus t  platform i s  basically an integrator  device,  the 
platform will continue t o  displace s o  long a s  a force  unbalance ex is t s  
a c r o s s  the platform or until the mechanical  l imi t s  of the mechanism a r e  
reached. T o  provide a res tor ing  force feedback (F ) to r e t u r n  the plat-  
f o r m  to i ts  s teady-state  null position during engine thrusting, i t  is  nec- 
e s sa ry  to provide a voltage integrator to  genera te  a res tor ing  voltage 
(E 
displacement away f r o m  the null position. 
form c a u s e s  an e r r o r  v d t a g e  ( E x )  to  be generated i n  the t r a n s d u c e r  
output. 
age. (E to  the fo rce  motor  wliicll gt:neratc.s the r e s t c r ing  f c r c . ~ ,  
When thti horizontal forccxs a c r o s s  the  platfGrm a r e  halancc.d,  l h c .  plattorn] 
R 
) to  the res tor ing  motor  that i s  a function of the t ime  integral  of the R 
Displacement (AX) of the  plat-  
T h i s  e r r o r  vcltagc is tllen integrated t o  providc a rc ’s tor ing  l r o l t -  
) R 
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5 res tored  to  the null position. The addition of a voltage integrator  
into the control loop resu l t s  in excessive loop phase sh i f t  and r e su l t -  
ing system instability. 
sys tem response with a high degree  of stability, it becomes necessa ry  
Therefore ,  in o r d e r  to  provide a high speed 
to  introduce a proportional plus derivative compensating network in 
paral le l  with the voltage integrator.  
Consider now the t r ans fe r  function block diagram of th i s  
system (Fig. 9). 
system is  
The open loop transfer function for the l inear  
K ~ ( S  2 t a l s t a 2 ]  
KO GH(S) = 
where  
K 0 = (-&) (-%-) r a d / s e c  
= B/M r ad / sec  w 1  
a l  = K / K D r a d / s e c  
P 
a2 = K I / K D ( r a d / s e c )  2 
T h e  roots  of the lead network for  K - 1 ,  KD = 1,  and K = 500 a r e  
I -  P 
z -500 r ad / sec .  
i7 2 
r : =  
1 
The open loop t r a n s f e r  function i s  thus 
21 
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ln 
R - 
m 
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- 5 80 r ad f sec .  9- a 
t h e n  
FR(S) KO ( S t E  ) (S i 500) - - -  
FT s2 (S i- 80) 
L 
A plot of the root locus of the open loop t r ans fe r  function is shown in 
Fig.  10. The percent  overshoot when the sys tem is subjected to  a step 
input can  be easi ly  es t imated by referr ing to  Fig.  11. F o r  a damping 
factor = 0. 7 the overshoot is near zero.  F o r  higher values of 
damping factor  it is noted that the system is heavily damped. 
lower values of damping, the system is under damped. 
at  a damping fac tor  of 0. 7, the  over-al l  sys tem natural  frequency 
(w,) is approximately 690 r a d / s e c  or 110 cps, as shown in  Fig.  10. 
For 
F o r  operation 
w = 690 r ad / sec  = 110 cps  n 
5 = 0.7 
2 K = 960 ( r a d / s e c )  
0 
The  power gain to  the restor ing motor  will determine the frequency 
response  of the sys tem;  f o r  a 110 cps  natural frequency w i t h  a 10 l b  
load on the thrus t  platform, the combined gain of the t r a n s d u c e r  and 
the power ampl i f ie r  to  the restoring motor  must be 
This  sys t em will provide a stable system response for  a i$ \  1 i i i 8 ! t  
1 alue of mass. For very la rge  m a s s  values on the o r d r l .  01 a t  . \ . t \ r a !  
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Fig. 1 1 .  Unit step-function r e s  onse fo r  sys tem m-ith t ransfer  func t ion  
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uundred pounds,  the sb-stem will exhibit clamped oscil lations when 
subjected to a th rus t  s tep  input. 
the system will be heavily damped. 
for  the w o r s t  c a s e  condltlcns where the mass M 
l a rge  o r  where the damping B is very  smal l .  Consider now the 
l imiting cases:  
F o r  values of mass  up t o  10 lb,  
This  sys tem fur ther  provides  
becomes v e r y  
( 1 )  M +  l a rge ,  B + finite,  w + small. 
?he open loop t r a n s f e r  function. is  
i \ I 
and the system is s table  for any gain 
( 2 )  M +  la rge ,  B + s m a l l ,  o + small. 1 
The open loop t r a n s f e r  funztion is  
L \ I 
and the  system is s table  for  any gain. 
The natural  frequency of the sys t em w 
increasing the proportional gair, t e r m  K o r  the loop ga:n 
can  be i n c r e a s e d  by 
11 
KO' P 
Assuming a per fec t  displaccment transducer. + h e  theo re t l -  
ca l  system wi l l  prnvlde 
1.  A sys tem n a ' k r a l  frtiqL!r.r.c\ ~ : - ~ - a t r r  !ha13 100 . .P- ' i l r  
,L mass  lcacls lip t o  10 11)  at d s)rstt.111 pair '  of Q ( 1 "  I I <1(1 +cxc 1 
a r d  damping fa.-tor of 0. _. 
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I 
2 .  
3 .  
4. 
Negligible oLershoot when subjected to a step in  thrust .  
Zero stead-)--state e r r o r  (type 2 sys tem)  
Stable system response for platform loads up to severa l  
hundred pounds. 
C. System Dynamics 
Ai~!c ig  ~iri.ii!~ti~ii of t h e  d j i i i ~ i x i i ~ ~  jf the ihi-iisi p l a i f ~ i - ~ - i i  a d 
control system was conducted on the H.R. L. 
purpose analog computer. 
presented i n  Fig. 12. 
electronic control sys tem which would provide a fast ,  stable dynamic 
response for  the balanced dynamometer system for all conditions of 
engine thrusting. The study included the determination of amplifier 
gains, sizing of the compensation networks, and the investigation of 
the over-  all sys tem transient  behavior. 
- PACE 16-31R general 
The analog mechanization of the system is 
The purpose of this study was to develop an 
During the study, the analog model of the balanced dynamometer 
sys tem was subjected to s tep changes in thrust .  
responses  of the sys tem restor ing force (F ) to  engine thrusts  of 1 ,2 ,  
3 , 4 ,  and 5 lb are presented i n  Figs.  13 and 14 with the salient charac te r -  
i s t ics  of these resu l t s  tabulated in  Tables I and II. 
The result ing transient 
R 
1 .  Restoring F o r c e  Dynamics 
The t ransient  response of the theoretical  sys tem restor ing force 
(FR) to step changes in engine thrust  (F 
This presentation shows the restor ing force a s  a function of t ime after 
thrust  burs t s  of 1 to  5 lb. The restoring force r i s e t i m e  (99% of 
steady s ta te  values),  overshoot, and settling time (time for oscillations 
to set t le  to within 1 :IO ofsteady state value) are tabulated in  Table I. 
) a r e  i l lustrated in Fig. 13. E 
The res tc r ing  fo rce  response to  t ransient  disturbances provides 
a fast ,  stable recovery of the thrust  platform force balance. 
decay of the restor ing force  overshoot resul ts  f rom the t ime required 
to r e tu rn  the platform to the null position. 
factor 6 a s  det-ermined from the overshoot i s  approximately 0.  5 0 .  
The slow 
The estimated syst.rm damping 
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THRUST PLATFORM CONTROL SYSTEM 
[ AWLLOG S~MULATION 1 
T= l o o t  ( r i c e  S c u r )  
€386-3 
I I 
, A  I 
! A 6 5 7  Y P i  & -  
F i g .  1 2 .  Analog mcchan iza t ion  of the  t h r u s t  p l a t f o r m  con t ro l  s y s t e m  uscad t o  
study t h e  s y s t e m  d y n a m i c s .  
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TABLE I 
Restorii I'hrust 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
3 ep Rise T ime ,  
Change, 1 m s e c  
15 I 
I 
0. 8 
1.6 
2. 5 
3.  3 
4. 1 
Engine Analog Solution 
Thrus t  P la t form Displacement 
3ax pin. RespoRse Change, 10 in . / s ec  pin. 
A x  max Over shoot, Apprcx. Step 
Time sec  lb  
1 1.7 6 . 6  0. 25 0. 03  
2 2.7 13.  3 0 .  50 0. 0 3  
I 
5 Force  
Settling Time,  
m s e c  
8. 0 
8. 0 
8. 0 
8. 0 
8. 0 
Overshoot 
70 
< 9  
< 5  
< 4  
< 4  
< 3  
2. Platform Displacement 
The theoretical  th rus t  platform displacement responses  to  
step changes in  thrust  are il lustrated in  Fig. 14 with the salient resu l t s  and 
charac te r i s t ics  tabulated in Table E. 
TABLE I1 
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The t ransient  resul ts  shown dep:ct the dynamic c h a r a c t e r -  
is t ics  of the platform to  step changes in engine thrust .  
established control loop gain, the sys tem will experience a slight 
negative overshoot (approximately 1 . 4  pin. for 5 lb  thrus t )  a t  about 
0.04  sec  after the thrust  burst .  
F o r  present ly  
The displacement charac te r i s t ics  show that the magnitude of 
displacement is  proportional to  i t s  thrusting force.  
1. e. A x  = 6. 6 pin./ lb 
Thus, the negative overshoot for a th rus t  of 5 l b  indicates an  excess  
res tor ing f o r c e  (F - FE) equal t o  R 
FR 0. 2 l b  (at the maximum undershoot), 
which in a v e r y  shor t  time decays t o  zero ,  
This calculated value of excess  res tor ing  fo rce  is in  c lose  
agreement with the value of overshoot i l lus t ra ted  in  Fig.  13. 
3 .  Transient  Response 
F igure  15 i l lus t ra tes  a composite of platform velocity (k) and 
displacement (x). 
r e f e r r e d  to as a Phase  Por t r a i t .  
t r a t e s  platform velocity and the a b s c i s s a  i l lus t ra tes  the platform 
displacement. Consider ROW a typical response  of the platform.  At 
steady state, the platform is at i t s  null condition (x = 0 ,  
engine thrust  causes  the por t ra i t  t o  move upward and to  the right in 
Quadrant I, reaching a maximum ve1ccit.y a t  4. 5 x  10 - in.  / s e c  and 
continuing clockwise rotation into Quadrant i V .  
maximum displacement as > goes through zero.  The velocit ).'-displace 
ment charac te r i s t ics  continue to  rotate  clockwise until a steady s ta te  
This method of data  presentat ion is commonly 
The ordinate  of the d iagram i l l u s -  
k = 0 ) .  A 5 lb  
- 2  
The sys t em re4ches 
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ccndition is reached at the null point. 
is at  a steady s ta te  null condition with the engine thrusting continuously 
at  5 lb .  
Once at  zero,  the sys tem 
i. e. FR = FE = 5 lb  
Termination of engine th rus t  (F 
clockwise f r o m  null into Quadrant 111. 
negative displacement at x = 3 3  pin. (x = 0 ) .  The sys t em 
response now approaches the null condition f r o m  Quadrant 11. 
steady state,  x = 0 ,  k = 0 ,  
for a new th rus t  cycle. 
- 0 )  causes  the por t ra i t  t o  rotate  E -  
The sys tem reaches  maximum 
At 
FR = FE = 0 ,  and the sys t em is ready 
4. Steady State Response 
A sinusoidal variation in  thrus t  was applied to  the theoretical  
sys tem with a peak to  peak amplitude of 2 l b  at a frequency of 100 cps.  
The results of this input variation are i l lustrated in  Fig.  16. 
upper channel shows the sinusoidal th rus t  input. The second channel 
shows the platform displacement response with the third channel 
showing restor ing force response.  
The 
The r e su l t s  indicate a good sys t em response t o  a 100 cps 
th rus t  variation. The restor ing fo rce  (F ) experiences an approxi-  
mate  15' phase lag and the displacement (x)  experiences an approxi-  
mate  looo  phase lag with respect  t o  the input. 
R 
i . e .  A d  FR = 15O 
As engine th rus t  comes  up on the f i r s t  half cycle,  the p la t -  
f o r m  is initially at i t s  null position ( x  = 0) with a restor ing force  
of z e r o .  
force  with a finite t ime involved between the init ial  response of the  
platform and steady s ta te  -equal amplitude var ia t ions about  t he  nul l .  
l h i s  t ime is approximately 0. 03  sec.  
The restor ing fo rce  rapidly r i s e s  to meet  the thrusting 
- 
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Steady state gain of the theoretical  sys tem 
signal is  
for a 2 lb,  100 cps  input 
Analytical r e su l t s  pred ic t  fas t ,  stable sys tem dynamics for all ranges 
of t h r u s t .  
3 b  
V. CONSOLE CONTROL AND INSTRUMENTATION 
A. Mode Selector 
The operational control panel (Fig. 17) is provided with nine 
mode selector  switches, one thrust  range se lec tor ,  twenty-four se t s  
of indicator lamps ,  and seven function switches t o  furnish the operator  
compiete controi of the mecharusm and instrumentat ion of the thrust  
stand during all phases  of system operation. 
malfunction, the mode se lec tors  and instrumentation indicator lamps 
se rve  a s  an invaluable aid i n  problem troubleshooting. 
In the event of a component 
1. Standby Mode 
When the main circui t  b reake r s  a r e  disconnected f rom the 
control console, the sys tem is in the ttOff" condition and no external 
power is supplied to the system. Closing the main circui t  b reakere  
connects 115 V ac and t28 V dc to  the control console instrumentation 
and mode control relay networks,  and automatically places  the system 
in the "Standby Mode" of operation. 
for a period of m o r e  than 1 hour,  the sys tem should then be allowed to 
r ema in  in  standby for approximately 20 min to allow the system ins t ru-  
mentation to come up to operating temperature .  
If the sys tem has been turned off 
During standby operation, the system is in  the following state:  
1. 
2. 
3. 
115 V ac Power "On" - (Instrumentation, etc. ) 
t 28 V dc Power "On" (Mode Control Relays)  
f 15 V dc Reference Voltage "Off" 
The sys tem can be returned to "Standby Mode" f rom any other 
mode by mere ly  depress ing  the standby selector.  
standby selector  automatically c lears  all  other mode selectors .  
Depression of the 
2. Balance Mode 
In the "Balance Mode" of operation, the f 15 V dc 
r e fe rence  is connected to the computer c i rcui t ry ,  the front panel 
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F i g .  1 7 .  Upper  Right Panel. 
Counter Weight Posit ion Control and the counter weight position feed-  
back potentiometers located within the three  balance weight housings. 
With the thrus t  platform uncaged in the "Balance Mode", the mechanism 
is subject to forces  result ing from background vibrations ar is ing f rom 
se ismic  disturbances,  vacuum pumps, vehicle traffic, etc., which re-  
sults in  variations on the highly sensitive Displacement Transducer  
Null Indicator, 
function of the degree of dynamic balance of the counterweight system. 
Slewing of the ver t ical  position of the counterweights will direct ly  affect 
the degree  of dynamic balance and the amplitude of oscillation. 
condition should a r i s e  in  which the background vibrations a r e  not of suf- 
ficient magnitude to produce a discernible indication on the null indicator,  
the auxiliary mechanical vibrator m a y  be turned "Ont1 to provide the 
necessa ry  amplitude of mechanical vibration to  dynamically balance the 
system. The mechanical vibrator provides a 2 lb,  2 cps sinusoidal 
vibration to the base of the stand. 
These nsci l lat inns wil l  hsve an am.pl.itiicrl_e that is  a 
If a 
The ver t ical  positions of the se rvo  controlled counterweights 
a r e  determined by the res i s tance  value set on the Counter Weight 
Posi t ion Control Potentiometer.  Dynamic balance of the dynamometer 
sys t em is indicated by a null o r  m i n i m t m  in the vibration amplitude. 
At th i s  time the Counter Weight Position Control is locked and the 
sett ing recorded  for  future reference.  
Counterweight se rvo  drive i s  indicated by a red  light on the indi- 
ca tor  panel. 
position corresponding to the dial setting of the Counter Weight Posit ion 
Control,  the r ed  lamps  will extinguish. 
Dr ives  1, 2, o r  3 means  that the corresponding servo  has  not reached 
s teady state. 
f r o m  the upper to the lower limit. 
sys t ems  a r e  identical, the three  servo  dr ive lamps should extinguish 
at approximately the same time. 
When the se rvo  driven counterweights have reached the 
A r ed  lamp "On" in Servo 
The counterweights requi re  approximately 60 sec to  t rave l  
Since the counterweight se rvo  
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3 .  Dynamic Cal ibrate  Mode 
When the sys t em i s  switched to  the "Dynamic Cal ibrate  
Mode" of operation, the sys t em is  energized i n  a mode similar to  the 
"Operate Mode, 7 since the control loop components a r e  performing 
normal  operate functions. 
turned on  in  this mode and provides  a constant amplitude, constant 
frequency, sinusoidal fo rce  variation on the platform. 
The Dynamic Cal ibrator  i s  automatically 
The Dynamic Cal ibrator  is  basically a mechanical  v ibra tor  
When designed to provide a sinusoidal force  along the thrus t  axis. 
the synchronous dr ive motor  i s  brought up to speed, two unbalanced 
weights a r e  rotated in  opposite direct ions coupling, a known vibration 
to  the engine mounting platform. This sinusoidal fo rce  s imula tes  an 
engine thrust  var ia t ion of 1 l b  peak a t  a frequency of 8 3  cps. 
control loop gain is dynamically adjusted during this  mode of operation 
for wide band frequency response.  
The 
4. Static Cal ibrate  Mode 
In the "Static Cal ibrate  Mode" a Static Load Cal ibrator  
provides  an adjustable steady force  to  the th rus t  platform.  
i s  a l so  s imi la r  to  the "Operate Mode, ',' meaning that the sys t em i s  
c losed loop controlled with the computer  e lements .  
s ta t ic  load mechanism i s  introduced into the sys t em to  provide a s imu-  
la ted static f o r c e  on the platform in  the direct ion of normal  engine 
thrusting. 
prec ise ly  adjusted to  within 1% throughout the normal  thrus t  range 
with the Static Load Adjust control located on the front  panel. The 
15 V re ference  i s  connected to  the Stat ic  Load Adjust potent iometer  
during this mode only. 
This  mode 
In th i s  mode,  the 
The static load mechanism i s  designed so that i t  may be 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Interchanging the static load capsules provided with this equip- 
ment allows the following s ta t ic  loads to be attained: 
a. 0.01 -. 0. 1 l b  
b. 0. 1 - 1.0 lb  
c. 0.5 - 5.0 lb  
Calibration of the precision (0 ,  1%) networks located in the Plat- 
fo rm Control Network i s  performed in  the Static Calibrate Mode, thereby 
calibrating the electr ical  readout of the thrust  and impulse measurement  
against precis ion static forces  from 10 mlb to 5 lb. 
5. Rese t  Mode 
The "Reset" or initial condition mode of operation 
pr imar i ly  affects the function of electronic control sys tem components. 
The "Reset Mode" is one of the three platform control operations, and 
provides the initial condition system state  just  p r io r  to the "Operate" 
mode. 
open circuited and an initial condition r e s i s to r  voltage divider is applied 
a c r o s s  the charging capacitor. Under these conditions, an init ial  charge 
m a y  be applied a c r o s s  the capacitor by switching i n  the initial condition 
networks (IC) of the thrus t  or impulse amplifiers.  An init ial  charge 
will represent  an initial thrusting fo rce  for  the Thrus t  Amplifier and 
an init ial  impulse for  the Impulse Amplifier. 
the sys tem to i t s  ready condition by setting the initial condition on each 
of the control loop capaci tors  and clearing all re lay operations to the 
ready  position. 
In the "Reset Mode, i' the inputs to the integrator amplif iers  a r e  
The "Reset Mode" returns  
The outputs of the control loop operational amplifiers a r e  also 
nulled in  this mode by individually selecting each amplifier output on 
the digital vol tmeter  and zero  setting the amplifier output with the 
screwdr iver  adjustment lcrcated on the front panel. 
6. Operate  Mode 
In the "Operate Mode" all  amplifier control relays (Hold, 
Balance,  IC) a r e  in the de-energized position, and all  instrumentation 
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circui t ry  is activated for the thrust  and impulse measurements .  
ranges of th rus t  and impulse measurement  a r e  available i n  the "Operate 
Mode'' (see Table III). 
Four  
Range 
1 
2 
3 
4 
TABLE 111 
Various Ranges of Thrust  and Impulse Measurement  
Thrust ,  Impul s e, 
l b  l b  s e c  
0.01 0.01 
0.1 0. 1 
1 .0  1.0 
5.0 5 .0  
The four ranges  provide maximum readout sensi t ivi ty  for  any given 
engine thrust  l eve l  up to 5 lb. 
Thrust-Impulse Range select ion i s  made by depress ing  the 
Range Selector Switch, which sequences a r o t a r y  s tepper  switch located 
in the Thrus t  Impulse Range Selector  Network. 
will change one sca le  for each depress ion  of the se lec tor  switch. 
corresponding Thrust-Impulse Range and units of measu remen t  a r e  in-  
dicated on the indicator panels. 
The s tepper  switch 
The 
7. Hold Mode 
The "Hold Mode" of operat ion ac t s  a s  a memory  to 
hold the las t  computed voltage charge on the in tegra tor  capac i tors .  
This in  turn effectively holds the final value of Thrus t  and Impulse. 
When the "Hold" select ion i s  made,  the hold r e l ay  is energized and 
grounds the amplifier input summing junctions. 
removed, the integrator  ampl i f i e r s  s t o r e  the final value of voltage 
a c r o s s  t h e  charge capaci tor  for s eve ra l  minutes  with a high degree  
of accuracy r ega rd le s s  of subsequent engine operation. Es t imated  
degradation of charge  s torage  is l e s s  than 0. l % / s e c  during "Hold-" 
With the inputs 
4 2  
Pre l iminary  wiring is provided for an auxiliary amplifier 
overload a l a rm circui t  to automatically switch the system f rom 
!'operate" into the "Hold Mode" whenever a sustained or  intermittent 
overload occurs  i n  any of the three operational amplifiers.  
automatic hold feature  would be used at  the opera tor ' s  option. 
voltage overload is indicated on the overload indicators monitoring 
This 
Over- 
each 01 the cwiiird loop miplificrs. 
B. Additional Control Functions 
Several  additional control functions a r e  a lso available on this 
console. They a r e  the Remote Control, Automatic Hold, P la t form 
Vibrator,  Event Counter, and Initial Condition. A brief description 
of these control functions is given herein.  
1. Remote Control 
When the Normal-Remote function switch is  switched 
to "Remote, ' I  the three  platform control operations, "Reset, I t  "Hold, ' I  
and "Operate, I '  a r e  t r ans fe r r ed  through control re lays  to  the remote 
control station. 
to the remote station. 
be effected at the main console by depressing any of the operating mode 
se lec tors ,  
the remote  position control. 
console the operator  must re turn  the Normiil-Remote function switch 
to the  "Normal" position. 
In this  mode of operation, the main  console is  slaved 
Temporary overr ide of the remote station m a y  
Release of the selector immediately re turns  the sys tem to  
To return the system control t o  the main  
2. Auto/Normal Hold 
The Auto/Normal Hold function switch provides for  the 
future incorporation of an  automatic hGld circuit. When the Auto/ 
Normal  Hold function switch i s  i n  the up position, overload of any of 
the computer elements would automatically place the system in "Hold, I '  
thereby salvaging a p a r t  of the Thrust and Impulse data which might 
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otherwise be lost .  
of the impulse measurement  when the Impulse Range (* 10 V dc )  i s  
exceeded. 
This c i rcui t  would also provide an automatic hold 
3 .  Pla t form Vibrator 
The Vibrator On function switch turns  on the 2 lb,  2 CPS 
mechanical vibrator in  the "Balance Mode" only. 
4. Event Count 
The Event Count function switch controls  the opera te  pulse 
to the Event Counter. In the normal  position, the event counter counts 
one digit each t ime the opera te  switch i s  depressed ,  thereby keeping a 
numerical  count of the total  number of operations.  
the Event Counter i s  disconnected and holds the c u r r e n t  total. 
ze ro  of the counter i s  done manually. 
In thehold position, 
Rese t  to  
5. IC and Capacitor Short  
The IC (Initial Condition) switches located on the front 
panel of the Thrust  and Impulse Networks (F ig .  18) connect the Initial 
Condition c i r cu i t ry  to  the Thrus t  and Impulse network. 
switch in the up position, an init ial  voltage charge  f r o m  z e r o  to  10 V 
may be se t  into Thrus t  and Impulse outputs. 
With the IC 
The Capacitor Short  switches a r e  physically located in  para l le l  
with the Thrust-and Impulse integrator  capaci tors .  
be disabled by m e r e l y  short ing out i t s  charging capaci tor .  
mended that the Impulse Capacitor Shor t  switch be used  to  disable the 
Impulse Circui t  when an impulse measu remen t  i s  not being made;  other-  
wise,  the Impulse amplif ier  will d r i f t  into an  overload condition. Al- 
though the amplif iers  have a built- in overload protect ion fea ture ,  i t  is 
not considered good prac t ice  to leave  them i n  an overload condition 
fo r  long per iods of t ime. 
Ei ther  c i rcu i t  may 
It i s  r ecom-  
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C. Data Selector  Panel  
The Data Selector  Panel  shown in  Fig.  18 compr i se s  th ree  ro t a ry  
se lec tor  switches (A, B, C) ,  s ix  input/output coaxial connectors ,  and a 
digital voltmeter control  switch. 
inputs to channel A and B of the Sanborn Two Channel Recorder .  Selector  
C provides the input t o  the Hewlet t -Packard Digital Voltmeter through the 
panel telephone switch. 
Selector  switches A and B provide the 
Each selector  provides  the following outputs: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
Thrus t ,  l b  
Impulse,  l b - sec  
P la t form Displacement 
Counter Weight Posit ion 
Static Load 
Amplifier 1 
Amplifier 2 
Servo  1F 
Servo  2 F  
Servo  3F 
Spare  
External  Input 
Posit ions 1 through 10 of s e l ec to r s  A, B, and C a r e  connected in  para l le l .  
Posi t ion 11 i s  blank and provides  a s p a r e  posit ion for instrumentation. 
Posi t ion 12 i s  connected to  external  input coaxial connectors  provided on 
the front panel. 
The external  output coaxial connec tors  (A, B, C )  a r e  connected 
to the wiper a r m  of each se lec tor  switch to  provide for  additional 
instrumentation, 
internally to  Se lec tors  A and B, respect ively,  with the Hewle t t -Packard  
Digital Voltmeter (DVM) connected to  Se lec tor  C through a telephone type 
function switch. 
Channels A and B of the Sanborn Recorder  a r e  wired  
When in the up posit ion the function switch connt$cts  
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I 
Selector C direct ly  to  the DVM. 
a floating input. 
through a 15 K ohm res i s to r .  
In the center  position, the DVM has 
In the down position, the DVM input is  grounded 
The following l i s t s  the data which m a y  be displayed on the San- 
born Recorder  and Digital Voltmeter o r  brought out to  external 
instrumentation. 
Posi t ion 
1. Thrust :  
2. Impulse: 
Des c r ipti on 
Instruments Thrus t  directly.  
full scale  of selected range, i.  e . ,  0 ,  01 
Thrust/Impulse Scale  - 1. 000 V 
= 0.01000 lb;  likewise 1. 0 Thrust / lm- 
pulse Scale  - 1. 000 V = 1. 000 lb. 
Instrumentation r eads  the output of a 
0. 1% res i s tance  network. 
1, 000 V is 
Instruments  Impulse directly. 
is  indicated sca le  of selected range. 
Output may  be driven to 10 V without 
exceeding amplifier l imitations i. e. 
0. 01 Thrust/Impulse scale  - 1, 000 V = 
0. 01000 lb - sec ;  9. 999 V = 0.09999 lb-sec.  
Instrumentation r eads  the output of 
Impulse Integrator (Amplifier 3 ) .  
1. 000 V 
3. Platform Thrust  Platform Displacement. In- 
s t ruments  the output of the Sanborn 
T ran s duc e r Ampli f i e r Indi c at or 
directly. Full  sca le  sensitivity is 
3 .  0 V dc, i. e . ,  
Displacement: 
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Scale 
x l  
x2 
x5 
x10 
x20 
x50 
XlOO 
x200 
Displacement, pin.  
15 
30 
75 
150 
300 
750 
1500 
3000 
Output, Vdc, 
3 . 0 0  
3.00 
3 . 0 0  
3 . 0 0  
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
3.00 
4. Balance Instruments  the wiper arm of the Counter 
Weight Weight Posit ion Control potentiometer. 
Po  si tion: Used to provide an accura te  voltage 
reference setting for the counter-weight 
position servo  motors .  
5. Static Load: Static Load Adjustment.. Instruments  
the wiper arm of the Static Load Adjust 
potentiometer. Used to provide an 
accurate  voltage reference setting for  
the s ta t ic  force servo  motor .  
6. Amplifier 2: Instruments  the output of Amplifier 1 - 
the Thrust  Network Integrator .  Used as  
a troubleshooting aid and for the sett ing 
of Thrus t  Initial Conditions. 
7. Amplifier 2: Instruments  the output of Amplifier 2 - 
the platform force motor  driving amplifier.  
Used a s  a troubleshooting aid and for the 
monitoring of driving voltage to the force  
motor.  
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8. Servo 1F: Instruments the wiper a r m  of Counter 
Weight No.  1 servo followup potentiom- 
eter .  . Indicates the counterweight 
vertical position. At steady state, 
voltage reading should match driving 
voltage of the Balance Weight Posit ion 
potentiometer seiector  pusiiioii 4. 
9. Servo 2F: Instruments the wiper a r m  of Counter 
Weight  No. 2 s e rvo  followup potentiom- 
eter .  I Indicates the ver t ical  position 
of the counter weight. At steady s ta te  
voltage should match driving voltage 
of the Balance Weight Posit ion potenti- 
ometer selector  position 4. 
10. Servo  3F: Instruments the wiper a r m  of counter- 
weight No. 3 se rvo  followup potentiom- 
eter .  Indicates the counterweight 
vertical  position. At steady state,  vol- 
tage should match driving voltage of 
the Balance Weight Posit ion potenti- 
ometer selector  position 4. 
11. Spare:  
12, External 
Input: 
D. Amplifier Balance 
No connection. 
Instrument inputs f rom the External 
Input coaxial connectors. 
The P la t fo rm Control Network (PCN) compr ises  four solid 
s ta te ,  chopper stabil ized dc amplifiers. The chopper stabilization 
c i rcu i t ry ,  incorporated in each amplifier unit, effectively reduces 
dc dr i f t  by chopping the dc signal, amplifying the chopped s i g n J  as 
ac,  and demodulating to uncover the dc signal, 
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Three z e r o  adjustments for the Thrus t  In tegra tor ,  Impulse 
Integrator,  and Power Amplif iers  a r e  located on the front panel of 
the PCN. The differentiating circui t ,  located a t  the back of the 
P C N  chass i s ,  i s  not provided with a z e r o  adjustment because of the 
nature  of the ci rcui t  function. 
With the inputs to  the amplif iers  grounded, each amplif ier  
output is  adjusted to  a null by the following procedure:  
1. 
2. Turn "Off" the Sanborn Two Channel Recorder .  Noise 
P lace  the sys tem in  "Reset.  
pickup f r o m  the Sanborn Recorder  slightly affects the 
amplifier null. 
Set the four (4)miniature  toggle switches on the PCN 
to their  normally down position. 
Set the Digital Voltmeter telephone switch to  the down 
position. 
range).  
P l ace  the DVM telephone switch to  the up posit ion and 
tu rn  DVM se lec tor  to posit ion 2. This posit ion r eads  
output of the Impulse Amplifier (Amplifier 3) .  
screwdr iver  adjustment No. 3 fo r  a null on the DVM. 
Turn  the DVM se lec tor  to  posit ion 6 (Output Amplifier 
Nc. 1). Set s c rewdr ive r  adjustment  No. 1 for  a null 
on the DVM. 
Turn  DVM se lec tor  to  posit ion 7 (Output Amplifier 
No. 2) .  Set s c rewdr ive r  adjustment  No. 2 for  a null 
on the DVM. 
3. 
4. 
Set the DVM to maximum sensit ivity (100 m V  
Check the DVM z e r o  and cal ibrat ion (8000). 
5. 
Set the 
6 .  
7. 
The amplif iers  a r e  now balanced and ready  for  operation. 
E. Transducer  Amplifier Indicator Alignment 
I 
Pla t form displacement  i s  ins t rumented  by a l inear  var iable  
differential t r ans fo rmer  and c a r r i e r  amplif ier .  This  unit built by 
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Sanborn is discussed a t  length in  the commercial  manuals ;  however, a 
brief summary of adjustment procedures required by this application is 
justified. 
The a rma tu re  of the LVDT shown in  Fig. 19 is  mounted on the 
platform. This mounting location is shown c i rc led  i n  Fig. 3. The 
c a r r i e r  amplifier with adjustments is located in the upper right quar te r  
panel of the console. IWO imporiani iuiisideiations ir: t h e  adjustmer?t nf 
the t ransducer  are (1) e lectr ical  phase and amplitude adjustment and (2) 
alignment of the electr ical  and mechanical null. 
- 
The adjustment of the electrical  balance is done as follows: 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10, 
P l ace  the sys tem in "Standby. 1' 
Turn the Sensitivity control counterclockwise. 
Turn  the Attenuator selector  t o  Mech Zero. 
Turn the Detector knob to Bal. 
Adjust the mechanical location of LVDT stator  for a 
null on the meter .  
Turn  Attenuator to x200 o r  lower and adjust  Res and 
Cap of the Transducer Balance for  minimum. 
adjustment of Res  and Cap down t o  x l  attenuator scale. 
Turn  Detector to  U s e .  
Turn Attenuator to x200 and adjust  Posi t ion for  zero 
on meter .  
Turn Attenuator to x5 and adjust Res for zero.  Repeat 
s teps  7 and 8 as required to minimize meter  movement 
as Attenuator scale is  changed. 
Lock final values on Res and Cap. 
of these controls wi l l  be necessary.  
UNCAGE PLATFORM 
Continue 
No  fur ther  adjustment 
The alignment of the electrical  and mechanical nulls can be 
accomplished a s  follows: 
1. 
2. 
P l ace  the system in "Reset. 
Set the Thrust/Impulse Range switch for 5 11). 
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1 
1 
1 
M3412 
1 
1 
1 
1 
F i g .  19. LVDT. 
C ?  
I '  
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
Set Selector C (DVM Selector)  to Thrust  (position 1). 
Turn DVM Scale to 10 V range. 
Turn Transducer  Attenuator to  x100. 
P lace  the sys tem in "Operate.;' 
Adjust s ta tor  of transducer for a zero of minimum on 
DVM. 
6 .  Iiepeat above ior iower i jl  ranges. i nc rease  system 
gain by using lower attenuator settings on the lower 
range. 
The following final attenuator sett ings a r e  recommended for 
optimum sys tem operation. 
T hr  u s t /Im pu 1 s e 
Range 
5.0 
1.0 
0. 1 
0.01 
Attenuator 
X l O O  
x50 
x5 
xl 
The Sensitivity adjustment should be fully counterclockwise 
during normal  use. 
however, platform stability will l imit  the maximum loop gain. 
gain will be noticed as a loud audible tone o r  a s  a high frequency vibration 
of the recorder  pin on the Thrust o r  Displacement selectGr settings. 
Increased sensitivity is a t  the option of the opera tor ;  
Excess  
F. T h r u  s t /Impul s e Range C a1 i b r at i on 
Calibration adjustments fcr the 0. 01, 0. I ,  1 .  0. and S. 0 Thrust/  
Impulse ranges a r e  located within the P la t f c rm Control Network. 
alignment and cdibrat iGn of these four ranges,  the subsequent procedure 
shculd be followed. 
For  
1. P lace  the system in the 'Reset Mode" of operr;tion. 
Ad. > Check the calibratlcr. Gf the Hewltt t-Piickard D i g , t a l  
Voltmeter (DVM). Set the DVM t o  the  10 \' t - ' i ) . c t .  
5 3  
3 .  
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
Remove the four  front panel mounting sc rews  on the 
P la t form Control Network and slide the complete 
chass i s  forward  approximately 4 in. 
on the top of the unit to  keep i t  f rom sliding back into 
the console. 
A visual inspection of the top of the P la t fo rm Control 
Network Chass i s  will reveal  seven cal ibrat ion t r i m  
Set a sma l l  block 
pots (R1, R2, Rg, R4, R5e R6e R7)c 
Set Selector C to  Posi t ion 1 (Thrust) .  Set the Digital 
Voltmeter function switch to the "up" pcsition. 
With the sys t em i n  "Reset" se lec t  the 5. 0 l b  Thrus t /  
Impulse Range. 
Set the sys t em to the "Static Cal ibrate"  mode of 
operation. 
Null the Digital Voltmeter with the Posi t ion Control 
located on the Transducer  Amplifier Indicator. 
provides a l imi ted  e lec t r ica l  t r i m  adjustment of the 
platform balance. If a null cannot be attained, repeat  
the t ransducer  cal ibrat ion procedure.  
In se r t  the 1 l b  cal ibrat ion capsule  into the Static 
F o r c e  Unit located a t  the front  of the th rus t  stand. 
With the 1 l b  capsule cal ibrat ion cu rves  and the 
Static Load Adjust, located on the console front panel,  
s e t  the s ta t ic  fo rce  to  1 l b  and r e c o r d  the potentiom- 
e t e r  sett ing for futrue re ference .  
Because of the smal l  f ract ional  horsepower motor  
driving the s ta t ic  fo rce  load, the t ime lag  to  steady 
s ta te  (for 0 to 1 lb )  will be approximately 1 min. A 
r ed  lamp "On" condition of the Static Cal ibra te  s e r v o  
dr ive indicator l amp  indicates  that  the s ta t ic  fo rce  h a s  
not reached i t s  steady s ta te  position. 
extinguish when the f o r c e  unit h a s  dr iven to the pcsit ion 
corresponding to  the helipot sett ing,  
This 
The r e d  l amp  will 
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12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
21. 
22, 
W h e n  the  S ta t ic  Cal s e r v ~ :  drive lamp has extinguished, 
place the system into t h e  "Operate Mode. " 
t e r  l o ~ p  will now generate a driving cur ren t  to the 
restor ing force motor of a magnitude to  balance the 
platform at the mecha-nical null, 
Adjust R7 for 0. 100 V on the Digital Voltmeter. 
ad j i~a tm-ent  allnW_c firect reading nf the 1, 000 lh  fnrcc?; 
Set the sys tem t o  "Static Calibrate" and s e t  the Static 
Load Adjust potentiometer to zero. 
l amp has extinguished, place the sys tem into "Reset" 
and select  the 1.  0 Ib Thrust / Impulse Range. 
Set the sys tem to  "Static Calibrate.  I '  Repeat step 8. 
Rese t  the Static Load Adjust to  1. 0 lb. 
dr ive lamp has extinguished, place the sys tem into 
The compu- 
This 
When the r ed  dr ive 
When the red  
'Ope r at e. I '  
Adjust R4 for 1. 000 V on the. digital voltmeter. 
s e t s  the 1 . 0  lb range. 
Turn Selector C to position 7 (Amplifier 2). 
R for  10. 00 V on the digital voltmeter. 
the upper voltage l imit  on the power amplifier stage. 
P lace  the sys tem i n  the "Static Calibrate ' '  mode and 
set  the Static Load Adjust potentiometer to  zero. 
When the red dr ive 1-p has extinguished, inser t  
the 0. 1 l b  calibration capsule into the Static Force  
Unit. 
P lace  the sys tem in "Reset" and select  the 0. 1 lb  
Thrus t/Impul s e Range. 
Return the sys tem to the "Static Calibrate" mode 
and se t  in  a 0 -1  l b  static force by the aforementioned 
p roc e du r e. 
When the red  drive lamp has extinguished, place the 
sys tem in  "Operate. I '  Turn Selector C to Posit.ion 1 
(Thrust) .  
This 
Adjust 
This se t s  6 
Re cord the pot e nt i om et e r set ti ng . 
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23. 
24. 
25. 
26. 
27. 
28. 
29. 
30. 
31. 
32. 
Adjust R3 for 1. 000 V on the digital voltmeter.  
Turn Selector C to  Posit ion 7 (Amplifier 2) and adjust 
R5 for 10.00 V. 
Set the sys tem to Static Calibrate. 
potentiometer to zero. 
extinguish. 
P l ace  the sys tem in "Reset. I' Select the 0.01 l b  T/I 
Range. P lace  the sys tem back into Static Calibrate.  
Repeat Step 8. 
Set the Static Load Adjust for 0. 01 lb. 
s ta te  is  reached, place the sys tem into "Operate. I t  
Set Selector C to  Posi t ion 1 (Thrus t )  and adjust  R2 f o r  
1.000 v. 
Turn  Selector C to Posi t ion 7 (Amplifier 2) and adjust 
R1 for 10.00 V. 
The Thrust/Impulse Ranges a r e  now calibrated.  
Return the sys tem to "Static Calibrate" and se t  the 
Static Load Adjust to 0. 050. When steady s ta te  is  
reached, the Static F o r c e  motor  button should, by 
visual inspection, be just  f r e e  of contact with the stand. 
The sys tem i s  now ready for  operation. 
Set the Static Load 
Wait for the r ed  lamp to  
When steady 
Power Amplifier 
C a1 ib r a t  ion Th r u  s t/Impul s e Rang e 2 Range 
"Selector C" Posi t ion 1 Posi t ion 7 
Range Adjustment Adjustment 
5 l b  
1 l b  
0. 1 lb  
0. 01 l b  
R7 to 1.000 V 
R4 to  1.000 V 
R3 t o  1 .000  V 
R2 to  1.000 V 
R6 to  10. 00  V 
R5 to  10. 00 V 
R1 to 10.00 V 
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G. Static Calibrate 
Static calibration of the platform restor ing force is provided by 
a precision servo  driven coil spring located in  the Static Calibrate Unit, 
Fig. 20. Three spring capsules - 1, -2 ,  - 3  have been provided for  
s ta t ic  load calibration up to 5 lb. 
is as follows: 
The range covered by each capsule 
Drawing No. 
836027-1 
836027-2 
836027 - 3  
Range, lb  
0 .01  - 0.1 
0.1 - 1 . 0  
0 .5  - 5,O 
The appropriate calibration capsule may be easily inser ted  in  the 
se rvo  drive assembly  by removing the s ta t ic  force unit cover  plate. 
P r o p e r  operation requi res  only finger tight ins tallation of the capsule. 
Figures  23. and 22 of position potentiometer dial reading and 
force  have been prepared  for  capsules -2 and - 3 .  
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v:* DRAWINGS AND SCHEMATICS 
Complete Mechanical hnd Assembly drawings of the thrus t  
stand system have been provided to  LeRC and a r e  not included in  this 
manual . 
Electr ical  schematics and wiring l i s t s  a r e  enclosed with this  
manual , 
Number 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
32 
3 3  
in unbound form. The following i tems  a r e  a lso included: 
Title 
Thrust  stand system console layout drawing 
Outline dr;+wing of thrust  stand mounted in vacuum 
chamber 
Indicator Panel  
Mode Selector 
Data Selector 
Platform Control Network 
Transducer  , Amplifier /Indicator 
Servo Amplifier (top view) 
Servo Amplifier (bottom view) 
Servo Amplifier (rear view) 
Voltage Regulator 
Instruction manuals on purchased eiectronic equipment have 
been provided to  LeRC, and should be available to  maintenance and 
repa i r  personnel. 
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E386-8 
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NO. 
REQ'E -
I C  
1 
I 
1" 
1 
:d 
1 
1 
1 
2c 
I 
5 
:b 
1 - 
PART 
NO. 
DRA-7B-23 
035739 
035730 
035736 
035145 
3443-A 
3440-A 
B-27 
035733 
035744 
035734 
035737 
035735 
RS-22A 
'050- 1300B 
297 
835730 
i--. 
L 
A 
.- 
A 
------ -ft--. 
DESCRIPTION 
Drawer  
Assy -Power  Supply 
As  sy-Se r vo Amplifier s 
Assy-Console Operational Cont ro l  
Assy -Transduce r  Indicator and Null 
Voltmeter 
Range Se lec tor  
Digital Voltmeter 
Assy-Status Indicator 
Blower 
Assy-Constant Voltage Regulator 
Blank Pane l  
Ret rac tab le  Shelves  
As  s y  - Cali  b r a  tion Se lec tor  s 
Assy-Opera t iona l  Ampl i f ie r  and  Power  
D. C. Coupling P reampl i f i e r8  
Dual Channel Recorde r  
As  s y - Rack 
Supply 
'Hewlett Packa rd  Co. , Loveland, Colorado  
'Sanborn Co., Waltham, Mass .  
- 
ITEM 
NO. 
20 
19 
18 
17 
16 
15 
14 
13 
12  
11  
10 
9 
0 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 - 
' Ingersol Products ,  Div.of Borg- Warner  Corp. , Chicago, Illinois 
'Bud Metal Products ,  Cleveland, Ohio 
Fig. 2.3. T h r u s t  stand sys tem console l ayou t  drawing. 
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LSbS-3 
Fig .  24. Outline drawing of thrust  stand mounted in vacuum chamber.  
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EF 
M 3 2 9 4  
F i g  25.  Tndicator Panel. 
h4 3299  
Fig.  2 6 .  Mode Selector. 
M 3296  
F i g  27. Data Selector. 
M 3298 
Fig,  2 8 .  Platform Control Network. 
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M 3295  
Fig. 29.  Transducer ,  Amplifier/indicator. 
M 3291 
Fig 30 Servo Amplifier (Top View). 
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M 3292 
M 
Fig .  31. S e r v o  A m p l i f i e r  (Bottom View). 
3293 
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I 
I 
I 
I 
Fig .  3 2 .  S e r v o  A m p l i f i e r  (Rear  View). 
c 
Fig. 3 3 .  Voltage Regulator. 
